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Message from the Principal
Over the past 63 years, Christ College has undergone
a number of radical changes that have made it what
it is today. The momentum of its developments –
from a brown field in Kowloon City to a thriving
garden of activity in Shatin – has borne tremendous
fruits. With concerted efforts and significant
contributions from our students, parents, alumni,
colleagues and our church, Christ College have
accomplished so much.
We are delighted to see that our achievements have been recognized as
many signs in different perspectives show that are on the right track, for
example, the steadily increasing university admission rates, outstanding
results in academic studies and inter-school competitions, and positive
feedback from the inspection report and professional exchanges with
other schools.
As Jesus Christ said, ‘I am the way and the truth and
the life.’ (John: 14:6) and providing students with a
whole-person education in the love of Jesus Christ
is the mission of our school. We aim at developing
our students' virtue, intellect, physique, sociability,
aesthetics and spirituality based on the teaching of
the Bible. Going forward, we will carry on delivering
the best learning experience for our students so that they can develop their
talents and abilities in various aspects. With our devoted staff and industrious
students, I am confident that our young generations will contribute to society.

Fung Chi Tak
Principal
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STEM

To better prepare our students for the rapid economic, scientific and
technological developments ahead, STEM education is being promoted
as a key emphasis in the ongoing renewal of the school curriculum that is
essential for their lifelong learning and whole-person development.
Our school staff visited the HKT
office in Quarry Bay in April 2017

Hong Kong School Drama Festival
It took much time for stu dents to develop their
k n o w le d g e o f h o w i d e a s a n d i nte nt i o n s a re
communicate d in an d through drama. Un der the
guidance of our NET, Joyce Lam, they built on and
refine their knowle dge, un derstan ding an d skills
through drama practices. They also learnt how to
analyse and use background, motivation, words and
actions of different characters to build roles, sustaining
multi-dimensional relationships in the drama to develop

the interplay between characters. Our Drama Club
received the ‘Award for Outstanding Stage Effects’
and ‘Award for Outstanding Cooperation’ in the Hong
Kong School Drama Festival 2016/2017. The students
who received the ‘Award for Outstanding Performers’
were 3D Li Wai Ying, 3D Lam Sum Yee Holly, 3D Yuen
Wai Yi Eustacia, 3D Lau Lok Ching, 3D Ng On Kei, 4B
Ma Ka Hin, 5C Ng Ka Chun and 5C So Wai Lam.

Speak Out – Act Up! Improvised
Drama Competition
Drama education has always been playing a very
important role in developing language skills. Organized
by the Regional NET Coordinating Team, NET Section, CDI,
Education Bureau, the Speak Out – Act Up! Improvised
Drama Competition can provide students with an
opportunity to learn improvised drama techniques and
use English in a creative way and experiment with the use
of English in different roles and dramatic contexts. The
students, who received the award of ‘Best Use of English
Language’ in the Speak Out – Act Up! Improvised Drama
Competition 2016/2017, were 1D Wong Yi On, 3D Lam
Sum Yee Holly, 3D Li Wai Ying, 3D Ng On Kei, 5C Ng Ka
Chun and 5C So Wai Lam.

Professional Exchange
Encouraged by our Principal, our English Department conducted
professional sharing with the English teachers of Po Leung Kuk Yao
Ling Sun College in March 2017. First, having
observed the teaching of our English teachers,
N g Wa i N i a n d P o o n K i t
Sum, they attended a followup discussion on learner
diversity and reading. Our Vice
Principal, Lam Pak Ki, and
all English teachers helped
consolidate and share their learning and teaching experience with them in the
second part of the exchange activity that helped teachers decipher concepts,
theories, and modelling the new practice. It also helped teachers understand and
apply a concept and remain open to adopting it despite different school contexts.
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Gulliver’s Travel:
The Immersive Experience
In May 2017, our F.3 students had an opportunity to experience the
famous classic story Gulliver’s Travels by Jonathan Swift coming alive
through multi-media means, including video mapping, as organised
by the Standing Committee on Language Education and Research at
the Hong Kong Central Library. They learned English reading, listening
and speaking skills and were engaged in critical thinking through
interactive reading games and activities.

Art and Music Week
Christ College’s Art and Music week was held
from 2nd May to 16th May. During the week, art
and music were never confined in the classroom;
in fact, they were always surrounding everyone’s
life. With the beginning of M+ Rover, a renowned
artist, Rainbow Leung, encouraged students to
experience interpersonal interactions, dialogues,
and explorations of any possibilities of the creative
processes.
Other activities included decorating piano and instruments, tasting food,
and watching music show. The painted piano was now set on the ground
floor. Everyone was invited to play the melody as they liked. Our school
was full of art and music.

School Choir Team
Our School Choir Team is a musical ensemble of singers who come from different forms,
and they have been performing music from the classical music repertoire, which spans
from the medieval era to the present, or popular music repertoire. They were awarded the
Silver Medal in the Secondary School Junior Class Choir Competition of the Joint-School
Music Competition 2017. Ms Wong, Head of Music Department, has made every effort
to help all team members overcome stage fright, use the stage well by planning their
movements onstage, know their vocal tessitura and sing with the best vocal quality in front
of hundreds of audiences. Without a doubt, all team members were able to widen their
horizons and boost their confidence through regular coaching and participation in the competition.

A cappella Team
As we all know, a cappella music is specifically group or
solo singing without any instrumental accompaniment,
or a piece intended to be performed in this way. Ms
Wong Man Wa, Head of Music Department, has tried her
very best to promote music education at our school, and
she helps develop the music talents of our students to the
full. Apart from coaching and organizing various music
activities, she also encourages students to participate
in numerous competitions. As our Principal usually
says, the most essential part is to acquire knowledge
and treasure every
learning opportunity.
Thanks to her passion
and devotion, our a
cappella group won
the Gold Medal at the
Joint-School Music
Competition 2017. The

group members include 3B Chan Hoi Lam, 4B Ng Mei
Wa, 4B Tang Wing Yan, 4C Chow Suet Laam, 4D Fong
Tsz Ching, 5A Hui Kin Ming, 5A Tsang Heung Tun, 5C
Ho Wing Tung and 5D Yu Yuet Ching. As an old saying
goes, ‘practice makes perfect’. After demanding practice
and hard work, they achieved an excellent result.
Most importantly, they enjoyed the process of learning
and understood how to improve techniques and boost
confidence through constant practices and rehearsals.
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Art Therapist
Hello everyone, I am Regina Au,
Art Therapist at Christ College,
and I have been doing my
practices here since 2014. As
you may have already known,
my office is located on the G/F,
inside the Soul Garden where
you will find a “Green House”,
which is called Healing Art Room.
Welcome all of you to come and
knock at my door. Healing Art Room has always prepared
many surprises for you.
Some of you may find it
interesting and amusing to
know more about Art Therapy
because you may have never
heard of it before, and some
of you may even think that Art
Therapy is an academic subject
like Art or Cookery. So, it is
time for me to explain to you all
about the myths of Art Therapy.
Art Therapy is actually a
form of psychotherapy. To
make it simple, the first
part of this word, ‘psycho’,
means ‘mind, mental, spirit or unconscious,’ from Greek
‘psykho’; whereas, the last
part of this word, ‘therapy’,
means ‘treatment intended
to relieve or heal a disorder’.
We use both art-making and
talking to address emotional
issues, and sometimes you
don’t even have words to
describe your feeling which

may be confusing and
distressing. It is much easier
to express your feelings
through Art as an effective
medium rather than simply
talking. Healing Art Room is
a place where you can share
with me your life, thoughts,
feelings and anything that
is worrying you. There is no
need for you to be good at art
works to come to Art Therapy. We will talk about the art
works you make and to have a thorough understanding of
how you feel through the art making processes.
As Art Therapy is definitely a form of psychotherapy,
and therefore, it is not the same as an Art lesson. You
do not need any drawing technique in art making during
Art therapy sessions because there will be no “good” or”
bad” of Art analysis. Art media are purely the linkage of
your inner feeling, or you could call it subconscious. Take
an iceberg as an example, your conscious (behaviours)
is representing the top of the iceberg, you can only see
a part of it, but there is still a larger part of subconscious
iceberg (emotions) underneath that you cannot see. This
unseen part of subconscious iceberg (emotions) has a
great impact on your behaviours. If you can understand
the formation of your emotions, you will have a deeper
understanding of your behaviours, feelings or thoughts.
During Art Therapy sessions, the Art Therapist will
guide you with an art
medium and connect
with your inner feelings
(subconscious), and
ultimately, you will have a
positive change in life.

Sharing Session
To help o ur stu dents have a deeper
understanding of English grammar, Mr.
Lawrence Choi, a famous translator and
educator who had been working in various
universities and post-secondary institutes
for a number of years, was invited to
conduct a workshop for Form 5 students
at the school library during the postexamination activity period. This was also
one of the activities jointly organized
by the school library and the English
Department.
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Our chemistry teacher, Yan
Ka Ki, was with her adorable
baby girl.

Life-wide
Learning Day

As usual, all students visited different
organizations and institutes to widen
their horizons.

Graduation Speech
Professor Wong, supervisor, principal, chaplain, pastor, vice
principals, assistant principal, teachers, parents, classmates
and guests,
It’s already been a while since I first came to this school,
six years to be exact, and that’s quite some time, but I felt
like it’s gone in a blink of an eye. Well time flies and we
are ready graduating today, so I guess I should take this
moment as an opportunity to reflect upon ourselves, upon
what we have done in the past few years.
I’ve been thinking lately, what defined me in the past several
years? I found the answer to be absolutely everything and nothing
at the same time; there is not a single event that sculpted me
to what I am today, but rather the collective experience I have
gathered throughout the years that have done so.
I remembered when I first came, I was quite in despair. You
see, when I was in primary school I was picked on. And I
wasn’t exactly pleased to know that the one responsible
for it is coming to here, either. I recall back then, I was
tormented; I was haunted by the constant harassment. I
was called names and provoked; I couldn’t see a way out.
But fortunately for me, I have my class teachers who kept
my spirits up and taught me to learn to rely on others
sometimes instead of keeping everything to myself. Thanks
to that, I was able to get over the shadow and finally put a
stop to the bullying. From these experiences, I grew stronger
and for that I am forever grateful to them.
There was another moment though, that I remembered
quite clearly. It was during a trip to the mainland in Form
Five. In the trip, some naughty students misbehaved and
some of my classmates joined the chaos as well. Let just say
the teachers weren’t too delighted about it, so that evening,
the teachers had us sit in a circle to have some reflection.
One by one did we take turns to speak up what we deemed
ourselves to have done wrong and how we felt about it. That
night we have opened up ourselves and become just a bit
more considerate towards each other.
I know that these kinds of stuff may not concern you the most,
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and I also know that they do not matter in the grand scheme
of things, however all these experience made me ‘me’. I have
learnt and grown from the lessons. This is my story, MY story.
You have your own experience, your own lessons, your own
story; this is what differentiates you from me.
Well, that’s enough for nostalgia for now. Today’s graduation
not only marks a milestone for us completing our secondary
education, it also marks the beginning of our next journey,
whether it’ll be university degree courses, higher diplomas,
associate degrees or just straight up to the workplace. Either
way, we have to set our eyes to the future. And by that, I
mean to think for ourselves. I think, therefore I am. That
cannot be any truer. However, it does not stop there, we have
to take a step further; we have to pursue the idea that came
out from that. After all, a dream always stays as a dream
unless we try to realise it. In doing so, we may succeed or we
may fail, but you must know that true success does not lie
on one spot; it lies on the path called ‘processes’. At the end
of the day, you will not regret having put in effort in order
to succeed. It is our willingness to stand against adversity
that shaped humanity as it is today. And all of it starts with
we willing to take that first step forward, no matter how
small the step may be, no matter how hard that step may be.
The question of how to transform the small step to a giant
leap is one that you have to answer it yourself. At least that
is what I aspire to be: a person that dares to take the first
step in pursuit of one’s dreams.
For quite a few of us, it may be the last few times we meet,
but let us take this moment to celebrate the time we have
left together. There may be joy, there may be grief, but let
us not forget we are what we choose to be. As Jesus Christ
said, “I am the way, the truth, and the life.”
And on this note, I guess this is pretty much I have for today. I
hope we can all manifest our own destiny. Thank you.
6A So Ho Hon Lawrence*

*Lawrence attained the Band 8 in IELTS in his first attempt
when he was in Form 5 last year.

The English Newsletter is distributed to students of Christ College as well as
stakeholders to keep them abreast of the College news. All rights reserved.
An electronic version of the Newsletter can be downloaded from the
school’s website at www.christcollege.edu.hk. We welcome comments and
suggestions, or reports about errors that require correction. Messages can
be e-mailed to ccc@christcollege.edu.hk or faxed to 2636 4588.
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